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To a serious extent, the scales of justice in this country are 

weighted against the poor. Each year, thousands are confronted with 

obstacles to obtaining justice because they are financially unable to 

obtain adequate defense. 

The Administration's proposed Criminal Justice Act of 1963, S. 1057, 

seeks to redress the balance. It seeks to guarantee competent legal repre

sentation and services to every accused person whose lack of funds prevents 

him fran providing for his own defense. In so doing, it seeks to insure 

that the scales measure truth, not legal fees. 

I am particularly pleased to testify about this problem and this bill 

before you today because members of this committee have been deeply con

cerned about the problem and sympathetic to efforts toward solution. 

Indeed, Senator Hruska t s bill, containing many of the same provisions, 

passed the Senate last year. Senator Kefauver, Senator Ervin and others 

have sought similar measures in the past. 

Federal courts today are troubled by the sa:m.e impediments to justice 

which existed in 1937 when the Judicial Conference of the United States 

and the Department of Justice first pro~osed legislation to set up a 

public defender system. 

Our courts are continuing to delegate the defense of the under

privileged to assigned counsel -- lawyers who will not be paid for their 

services. They will not be re~bursed for even their out-of-pocket costs. 

They will not receiv~ a shred of investigative or expert help. They will 

not be appointed until long after arrest when witnesses may have disappeared 

and leads grown stale. 

Every year, nearly 10,000 persons -- 30 percent of all the defendants 

in federal criminal cases -- receive court-appointed attorneys because they 
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cannot afford to pay for their own. A great many more, while able to 

hire a lawyer, cannot then ~ay for the investigations or expert ~tnesses 

which can make the difference between colViction and acquittal. 

The services of the defense lawyer are vast. They penneate all pro

ceedings. Whether they are timely or late and vigorous or perfunctory 

may spell the difference between acquittal and conviction, or Jail and 

probation. 

Only when we have trials with skilled counsel can we be sure we 

understand the lesson plainly stated by Mr. Just1ee Sutherland more th.e.n 

30 years ago in Powell v. Alabama.: 

The right to be heard would be" in many cases, of little avail 
if it did not comprehend the right to be heard by counsel. Even 
the intelligent and educated layman has small and sometimes no 
skill in the science of law. If charged with crime, he is 
incapable, generally, of determining for himself whether the 
indictment is good or bad. He is unfamiliar with the rules of 
evidence. T...ett without the aid of counsel he may be put on 
trial without a proper charge, and convicted upon incompetent 
evidence, or evidence irrelevant to the issue or otherwise in
admissible. He lacks both the skill and knowledge adequately 
to pr.epare his defense, even though he have a perfect one. He 
requires the guiding hand of counsel at every step in the pro
ceedings against him. Without it, though he be not guilty, he 
faces the danger of conviction because he does not know how to 
establish his innocence. 

To date we have responded to the need for representation by assign

ing private lawyers to take such cases free, We have proceeded on the 

assumption that society's obligation to the accused can be redeemed not 

by society or by the Government, but simply by telling private lawyers: 

"Defend this man. Give him your time and your advice. Protect his 

rights -- and then :pay for it out of your own pocket. rr 

How wrong this system is was pointed up by a. recent study conducted 

for the Department of Justice, The study concluded" (1) that "present 

practices sometimes induce a plea of guilty because apPOinted counsel 
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recognize the futility of electing a contest in the absence of resources 

to litigate effectively;" and (2) that lithe deficiencieS of the present 

system adversely affect the quality of the defense made. II 

The study showed that pleas of guilty are entered much more fre~ently... 

in some areas three times as often -- by defendants with assigned counsel 

than those represented by paid private counsel -- who have both the facili .. 

ties and the incentive to make independent investigations. Defendants 

with appointed counsel, the study also showed, had less chance to get 

chargee against them dismissed, less chance of acquittal when t}1ey went 

'to trial, and greater . chance, if convicted, of being sent to Jail instead

of being placed on probation. 

A system which lets the lack of resources make such a difference is 

unfair to defendants. It places an oppressive burden on private lawyers. 

It denies equal justice. It needs correction. 

This CriIl1na.l Justice Act, S. 1057, is designed to remedy the problem. 

Allen Committee 

In April, 1961 I appointed the Attorney General's Committee on Poverty 

and the Administration of Federal Criminal Justice. Its chair.man, ~ncis A. 

Allen, 1s a distinguished scholar and Professor of Law at the University of 

Michigan School o~ Law. Its members include eminent Judges, la.wyers and 

professors fram allover the countr,y. 

Advance copies of the Allen Report were sent to the members of this 

Committee, so you are by now fatliliar with the extraordinar,y contribution 

these men have made. 

After two years of study they for.mule.ted and submitted to me, as part 

of their work, a. new bill, embodying the best features of past proposals, 

and adding some new ones. We carefully reviewed the Allen Committee bill, 
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submitted it to judges and lawyers for comments and suggestions, and incor

porated a number of improvements. 

The result is the Criminal Justice Act. We believe it is the most 

comprehensive, yet flexible solution ever devised to meet the representa

tion problem in the federal system. 

Counsel Options 

The Criminal Justice Act would require, for the first time, that a 

system of adequate representation must be established in every federal 

district. Each district has freedom to devise the plan best suited to 

its local needs and the choice of how to do it is wide, but a choice must 

be made. There is no option to do nothing, to permit inadc;quate represen

tation to continue in any federal court. 

Responsib1lity for choosing or deviSing systeoa is vested in the judi

ciary of each circuit. The bill provides a number of alternatives. 

1. Private Counsel 

The first option is to a.ppoint counsel from the private bar. This 

ha.s been our traditional solution and it has the great a.dvantage of spread

ing the defense of criminal ca.ses broadly among the bar, fostering wide 

participation and interest in the administration of criminal justice. 

Under the Criminal Justice measure, districts choosil~ this option 

would, for the first time, be able to pay lawyers up to $15 a.n hour for 

their services and reimburse them for necessary expenses. This amount 

is substantially less than the minimum recommended by bar associations 

for charges to private clients with similar cases. We believe, however, 

that the $15 figure is fair, and the fairness of reimbursing appointed 

counsel for out-of-pocket expenses is clear. 
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2. Federal Public Defender 

The second option, establishment of federal public defenders, has 

long been advocated. A ~ublic defender office can provide the skill, 

experience and availability so essential to an adequate and timely de

fense. The Criminal Justice Act would authorize the creation of such 

an office, with the necessary assistants and staff. It would permit 

salaries eq~valent to those which the United States Attorney and his 

assistants receive in the same district. 

As for selection of ~blic defenders while district courts could 

make recommendations to the judicial council of the cirCuit, the appoint. 

ing power would rest exclusively with the judicial council. In this way, 

the federal public defender would maintain independent of both the trial 

court and the executive branch. 

3. Local Defender Organizations 

The third option provides for partici~tion by bar associations or 

selection of local legal aid or defender organizations to furnish 

a.ttorneys for court appointment. This provision recognizes the valuable 

role which such organizations have played in various parts of our country. 

S. 1057 leaves open the possibility that state and local defender 

organizations, public and private, may be deSignated to partiCipate in 

this vital area of federal justice. The decision would be up to the 

judges. 

4. Combination 

Finally, the Criminal Justice Act for the first time would authorize 

each district to adopt a system containing any combination of the first 

three options. The Allen Committee considered a hybrid system to be a 

~i~¥_ desi~~le choic~_~2_~_~__~~~g~ metro:politan d1stri~t;. n ______
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The District of colUmb1a ~rOvides a good example of the reason for 

this conclusion. In 1960 Congress created the Legal Aid Agency for the 

District of Columbia, and in its first two years, this agency has wen a 

reputation for skilled and dedicated service to needy defendants. 

But the agency handles by no means all of the nearly 700 cases 

assigned annually. A great many private attorneys supplement the agency 

staff. Appointments in appellate cases are handled exclusively by the 

private bar. 

The Agency thus has given the District of Columbia a combination 

of a strong central defender office augmented by the individual efforts 

of numerous volunteer attorneys. 

Trial Preparation 

Prov1d.ing for eXIJerienced, :paid counsel is fundamental. But the 

phrase "adequate defense" means more than counsel. Equally important to 

a defense are defense services. For example, the poor man cannot hire an 

investigator to find the witnesses and evidence which may be indispensable 

to his case. He cannot retain a physician, psychiatrist or handwriting 

expert. The importance of skilled investigation is underscored in police 

work every day. It works the same way for the defense. 

Not long ago, here in the District, an appointed defense attorney-

through the investigative facilities of the Legal Aid Agencyw-was able to 

expose facts damaging to the Government's princi]6l witnesses. These were 

facts the Government previously did not know, and the case, as a result, 

was dismissed. 

Counsel and services may, but need not, go together. An accused who 

is destitute may obtain appointed counsel but have no need for the services 

of an investigator. Another defendant, who uses up his funds to hire a law

yer and thus is unable to hire a needed expert, could qualify to have such 
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a defense service furnished. 

In short, a man may be able to pay part but not all of his expenses. 

It is for this reason that S. 1057 studiously avoids the term "indigent. II 

Instead, it adopts the test of financial inability to secure a necessar,y 

part of adequate representation. 

Administration 

We recognize that suitable plans to effectuate the Crtminal Justice 

Act could not be accomplished overnight. The bill gives districts and 

circuits a year to do so, I am confident that the organized bar in each 

community will work closely with the courts to devise an appropriate plan. 

This act places a great responsibility on judges and on the bar. I 

have advised the Chief Justice and leaders of the bar that the Department 

of Justice will offer whatever assistance it can toward fulfilling the 

objectives of this statute. 

With respect to the question of administration the lesson of the 

District of Columbia is worth considering. The Legal Aid Agency 1s 

administered by a private board of trustees appointed by the chief judges 

of the various local courts. Responsibility thus is vested in an autono

mous group of citizems independent of the judiciary, the prosecutor and 

politics. 

The District of Columbia, while a model at present, is included in 

this measure so that it would not be left behind by passage of S. 1057, 

The provision for the District would authorize the same level of compen

sation for counsel and the furnishing of expert services which are set 

out for other districts. 

---"------
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Conclusion 

Last: March 18, a unanimous Supreme Court held, in Gideon v. WainwrisEt, 

that the states must provide counsel for impoverished defendants in criminal 

cases, .. just as it ruled 25 years ago that federal courts must do so. 

Let me suggest that because of this decision, Congress now has the 

opportunity· ..and, indeed, the responsibility--to do more even than ~nact 

a comprehensive solution to the federal problem. Congress now both can 

and should :provide such a solution as a model for the states to follow. 

I believe the Department of Justice shares responsibility for the 

administration of justice in our courts. This responsibility is not to 

see that the prosecutor prevails, but that justice does. In the words of 

the epigram on a wall of my office: "The United States wins its point 

whenever justice is done its citizens in its courts." 

These responsibilities are not new. Legislation to guarantee e~l 

justice to rich and poor has been sponsored or supported tor years by 

Democratic and Republican admi~strations, by prosecutors and defense 

lawyers, by the Judicial Conference of the United States, by members of 

Congress fram aJ.l l)B.rts of the country. 

There is wide support, as well, for this :particular measure, the 

Criminal Justice Act. It was submitted to Congres s by the President. 

It is co-sponsored by your Chairman and Senator Hnlska.. We have given 

it the highest priority in our legislative program at the Department of 

Justice. It has been 'received most favorably by the judiciary, by the 

American Bar AS60ciati~n, by my predec~ssor, Attorney General Rogers, and 

many others. 

Such support demonstrates the wide recognition of the need to make 

equal justice reality and not only rhetoric. This is not a welfare matter, 

nor a ~t1tion for charity. Insuring the :poor man of a proper defense will 
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not give him anything to relieve him of his :poverty. It will simply recog

nize his right to equal justice. In Griffin ~. Illinois L351 U.S. 12 (1955)~

M.r.. Justice Black wrote: "There can be no equal justice where the kind of 

trial a man gets depends on the amount of money he has. tf 

That 1s why we need this bill• 
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